Stochastic pairing of Ig heavy and light chains frequently generates B cell antigen receptors that are subject to editing in vivo.
We examined the generation and selection of the B cell antibody repertoire through crossing of mice bearing distinct Ig heavy (H) and light (L) chain rearranged variable region transgenes. Ig gene knock-in and transgenic mice whose H and L chains pair to form a non-autoreactive, functional B cell antigen receptor (BCR) have significantly reduced pre-B cells in the bone marrow as their B cell progenitors rapidly differentiate into surface IgM(+) B cells. The presence of a pre-B cell compartment in these Ig transgenic mice, however, indicates the induction of receptor editing. Here, 18 distinct combinations of H and L chains were generated that we showed could pair in vitro to form BCRs of unknown specificities. Of these, nine induced receptor editing in vivo as evidenced by the presence of pre-B cells and endogenous L chain rearrangements in mice bearing these H and L chain transgenes. These data thus suggest that about half of the emerging antibody repertoire is negatively selected during B lymphopoiesis due to the likely encoding of autoreactive or non-functional BCRs.